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MISSISSIPPI POWER & LIGHT COMPANY |

Helping Build Mississippi

P. O. B OX 1640, J AC K S O N. MIS SIS SIP PI 3 9 2 05

July 21, 1983

NUCLEAR PRooVCT1oN DEPARTMENT

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director

Dear Mr. Denton:
SUBJECT: Grand Gulf Nuclear Station

Unit 1
Docket No. 50-416
License No. NPF-13
File 0290/L-860.0
Revision to Startup Test

Program, Operating License
Condition 2.C(40)

Reference: AECM-82/302, dated
June 30, 1982

AECM-83/0361

In development of the startup test procedures and review of the startup
test program as described in the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station (GGNS) Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), Chapter 14, inconsistencies were noted in FSAR
Table 14.2-3 and various sections of Chapter 14.

Please find enclosed the proposed revisions to FSAR Chapter 14 required
to resolve the necessary modifications identified in the review. The enclored
information is provided in two separate attachments. Attachment 1 includes a
discussion of the changes to Chapter 14 with appropriate justification.
Attachment 2 represents the actual changes to the GGNS FSAR which, if
approved, will be incorporated into an FSAR update in accordance with 10 CFR
50.71. These changes primarily represent a correction of errors in the FSAR
orogram description.

Your review and approval are requested in accordance with Operating
License condition 2.C.(40). NRC approval is requested within thirty days of
your receipt of this letter to support the current startup testing program.

Please advise if further information is required.

Yours truly,

8307250225 830721
PDR ADOCK 05000416
P PDR L. F. Dale

Manager of Nuclear Services
SAB/SHH/JDR: sap
Attachr.ents
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cc: (See Next Page) Ob
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Member Middle South Utilities System
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Ml2CISSIPPI POWER O LIOHT COMPANY

cc: Mr. J.:B. Richard (w/o)
Mr. R. B. McGehee (w/o)
Mr. T. B. Conner (w/o)
Mr. G. B. Taylor (w/o)

Mr. Richard C. DeYoung, Director (w/a)
Office of Inspection & Enforcement

.U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Mr. J. P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator (w/a)
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
U.S.' Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta St. , N.W. , Suite 2900

i Atlanta, Georgia 30303
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Attachment 1*-

{ to AECM-83/0361

1) Paragraph 14.2.4.1, Procedure Modifications; Pages 14.2-15 and 14.2-16:

-Change From: " Test Change Notice" or "TCN" in Paragraph 14.2.4.1 (for
.startup' test procedures only).*

To: " Permanent Test Change" or "PTC".

Justification: To differentiate between a Startup Test Procedure,
Permanent Test Change (PTC) versus Preoperational Test
Procedure, Test Change Notice (TCN).

2) Paragraph 14.2.12.3.7(c), last line of page 14.2-122 and first line of
page 14.2-123:

Change From: "... setpoint of the rod worth minimizer (or the rod
sequence control system) and the thermal power..."

To: "... setpoint of the Rod Control and Information System
and the thermal power..."*

- Justification: To use correct BWR/6 syc. tem nemenclature,

i 3) Paragraph 14.2.12.3.18(c), Second to last line in paragraph:

Change From: ". . . Test 22) and by and moving a very high worth rod. . ."

To: "... Test 22) and by moving a very high worth rod..."

Justification: Editorial

4) Paragraph 14.2.12.3.19(d level 2 criteria), Second to last line and last
,

line of first paragraph on page 14.2-145:

Change From: "... 0.5 percent of rated flow as measured by the gross
generated electrical power."

To: ".. 10.5 percent of rated flow."
;

i Justification: To provide greater flexibility in the test by allowing the
use of other parameters to determine steam flow steady;

i state. limit cycling, such as turbine first stage pressure.

5) Paragraph 14.2.12.3.27.1(d), Level 2 Criteria #4, page 14.2-162:

; Change From: "The time from zero pump speed to full pump speed shall be
greater than or equal to 3 seconds."

,

!
To: "The time from zero pump speed to full pump speed shall be

greater than 3 seconds."

Justification: To be consistent with the G.E. test specification.

i
,

1
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Attachm:nt I-

to AECM-83/0361

6) Paragraph 14.2.12.3.27.2(d), Level 1 Criteria; Page 14.2-163:

Change From: "The two-pump drive flow coastdown transient during the
first 3 seconds must be equal to that specified on
Figure 14.2-6."

To: "The two-pump drive flow coastdown transient during the
first 3 seconds must be bounded by the curves specified on
Figure 14.2-6, adjusted for transmitter time delay and
time constant."

Justification: Original curve (Figure 14.2-6) is a BWR generic, and only
provides an upper limit based on requirements for EOC-RPT.

The new curve is Grand Gulf specific (see item 8) and is
based on an allowable range of responses as a function of
the individual recirculation pumps' inertia time constants.
The allowable inertia time constant shall be between 4
seconds (minimum based on ECCS performance) and 5 seconds
(maximum based on EOC-RPT) .

The new curve is a plot of the true drive flow parameters
as would be measured by a flow transmitter with no delay
and a zero second time constant. The "AS MEASURED" flows
are affected by the characteristics of the instruments.
This criteria will be analytically adjusted based on the
measured transmitter characteristics.

7) Addition of Test Number 78-In-Plant Safety Relief Valve Test:

Add description of NRC required SRV/ Containment testing. See MP&L letter
AECM-82/150 from L. Dale to H. Denton, dated April 13, 1982.

8) Figure 14.2-6 " Typical BWR/6 Maximum Drive Flow Following Pump Trip"

9) Modifications to Table 14.2-3 "Startup Test Program" Test Matrix:

- The modifications to the test program presented below reflect the actual
GGNS Startup Program as evolved since the last revision to the table
(Reference: AECM-82/302, dated June 30, 1982).

Additional testing has been scheduled where necessary, to obtain better
data bases or to take advantage of experience obtained from the Kuosheng 1
BWR/6 startup program. In some cases this experience has suggested a
rearranging of the schedule power levels, so as to delete test conditions
from the Matrix. In no instance has an actual test been eliminated.
Below is a brief description of the changes.

A) STI No. 13 - Process Computer

Addition of TC3, vhich is a partial repeat of TC1 testing.

|
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Attachmsnt I*

to AECM-83/0361

LB) STI No. 21 - Core Power - Void Mode Response
,

Deletion of TC2 based on Kuosheng i experience showing _ excellent core
stability at TC2. Consequently the testing has been changed to allow
more emphasis on TC4 and 5 testing in regions of lesser stability.

C) STI No. : 3 - Feedwater' System, Maximum Runout Capability .2

Test moved from TC3'to TC6 to obtain a more accurate data base. Added-

Heatup and TCl for_Startup Level Controller testing.
~

D) STI No. 25 - MSIVs

Deletion of one valve test and expansion of testing on each valve.
The present MSIV tests will include all valves at each designated test
condition. The lower power level conditions have been deleted as more
emphasis is placed on the higher. power levels where minimum scram
margins exist.

E) STI No. 26 - Safety Relief Valves

Inclusion of TC6 testing in conjunction with STI-25 MSIVs Full
~ Isolation. Since SRV actuations are expected to occur during the MSIV
Full Closure test, this provides an opportunity to-increase the test
data base.

F) STI No. 28 - Shutdown From Outside the Control Room

Test moved from TC1 (Turbine / Generator off-line) to TC2 (Turbine
Generator on-line), in order to demonstrate capabilities in a more

likely operating configuration.

G) STI No. 29 - Recirculation Flow Control System

Original Test Matrix was based on BWR/4 with recirculation pump motor /
generator sets. As revised matrix now address BWR/6 Flow Control
Valve plant test requirements as well as G.E. experience at Tokai and
Kuosheng 1. In addition, the planned Cold. Testing has been previously
accomplished during the Recirculation System preoperational testing.

H) STI-No.'30 - Recirculation System - Trip One Pump

Deletion of TC5 One Pump Trip. Due to the prototypical nature of the
Grand Gulf reactor, additional Vessel Internal Vibration testing (STI
No. 34) is planned. A significant portion of the STI-34 testing is
the addition of extra recirculation pump trips at TC3 and TC6. The
TC5 test has been deleted due to the redundancy in the planned
program.

I) STI No. 30 - Recirculation System: System Performance

Addition of TC5 to add to the steady state data base.

134rg3



Attachment I-

to AECM-83/0361

J) STl No. 30 - Recirculation System: Non-Cavitation verification

Non-Cavitation Verification Addition of.TC2 test, which is essentially
similar to TC3 with the exception that it is performed in a different
region of the power / flow map.

K) STI No. 31 - Loss of T-G Offsite Power

Requirement for measuring scram times per Test 5 moved to STI 28 to
ensure that reliable scram time data is obtained during a scram from
TC2 with all data acquisition instrumentation powered normally.

L) STI No. 33 - Drywell Piping Vibration

Addition of Heatup Test to establish an earlier data base.

M) STI No. 71 - Residual Heat Removal System

Rescheduling of TC2 test on RHR - Steam Condensing Mode performance to
TC6, where greater amounts of decay heat will provide the conditions
for a more valid test.

N) STI No. 78 - In-Plant SRV testing

Addition of test at TC3 between 50 - 70% power (See item 7)

0) STI No. 79 - Penetration Cooling

Deletion of intermediate test conditions 1, 2, 3 and 5. Since the
temperature gradient across the selected penetrations' guard pipe is
relatively insensitive to power level, the redundant steady state data
collection has been eliminated in favor of multiple step by step

testing during heatup and a steady state data collection at TC6.

P) The test for STI No. 76 at TC2 is being conducted in conjunction with
STI No. 14 "RCIC" instead of STI No. 71 "RHR System."

10) Paragraph 14.2.12.4.4(d) Acceptance Criteria

Change From: Existing Wording

To: " Steady State Vibration

The measured peak-to-peak operational steady state
vibration shall be less than the calculated peak-to-peak

vibration values.

If the measured vibration is greater than twice the
calculated value, or the pipe displacement exceeds 0.020
inches (peak to peak), whichever is greater, then the
plant shall be placed in a hold condition judged to be
satisfactory based upon prior testing. |

I34rg4
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to AECM-83/0361

Transient Vibration
1

Dynamic movements measured during transient loading shall
be less than.125% of the analytical value or'within thed

following limits:

: 1. 0.125 inch (peak-to-peak) for nuclear piping
11. '0.250 inch (peak-to-peak) for non-nuclear piping" -

Justification: For clarification-purposes, as the existing wording does
not provide sufficient guidance as to when to apply the
criteria. Also, to accommodate signal electrical noise

j which cannot be distinguished from true pipe' motion.

11) Paragraph 14.2.12.4.6(d) Acceptance Criteria,

Change.From: Existing Wording

To: "1) Lanyard Potentiometer Channels

j At ambient conditions the channel must read 5VDC ;

1 250 mv.

; Af ter the Lanyard potentiometer channel is tested, the
I second ambient reading must agree with the first to

within 25 mv.

2) RTD Channels
,

At ambient conditions the channel should read 3*F of
;*

the pipe temperature.

} After the RTD channel is tested the second ambient
reading must be i .3v, -0.0v of the-first ambient
reading.

i

For those RTDs that cannot be tested in a normal
fashion, the criteria shall be that the actual pipe
temperatures and the RTD valves respond in a similar

! fashion from ambient to a higher temperature condition.
i
* 3) Pressure Transducer Channel
i

At ambient conditions the channel must read SVDC
'

O.1v.

IAfter the Pressure Transducer channel is tested the
second ambient reading must be 2 .05v of the first
ambient reading."

Justification: Criteria change provides additional restrictions and
;

clarifies intent based on actual equipment design.

1

4
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to AECM-83/0361

12) Paragraph 14.2.12.4.7(c) Test Procedure

Change From: "This test is performed by comparing the process
indication to the display of the C88 data acquisition
system for the signal corresponding to the process
parameter and verifying that the C88 display is within 2
percent of the process indication at two distinct points."

- To: "This test is performed by verifying the' accuracy and
linearity of the C88 data acquisition system for a signal
corresponding to the process parameter and verifying that
the C88 display is within 2 percent of the process
indication."

Justification: Allows testing of the C88 data acquisition system
with tracable test equipment. In addition, a two point
check would require either plant maneuvering of process
variables or disconnection of monitoring instrumentation

during operation. In lieu of this, a single point check
will be made at existing system conditions.

13) Paragraph 14.2.12.3.22.4 Test Number 25D - Main Steam Line Elbow
Tap Calibration:

Delete this subtest in its entirety (pages 14.2 - 152a and 152b).

Justification: Based on the result of Kuosheng testing, a recent
design modification was installed, which moves the main
steam line flow signals-(used for the C34 Feedwater Level
Control circuitry) from the elbow taps to the existing
steamline flow venturis.

As a result, the elbow taps no longer serve any function;
therefore, this test is being deleted. The Level 2
criterion which once applied to the elbow tap signals is
now being applied to the flow venturis signals.

14) Paragraph 14.2.12.3.22.3 Test Number 25C - Main Steam Line Flow
Venturis Calibration.

Add a Level 2 Acceptance Criterion:

"The accuracy of the flow venturis relative to the calibrated
feedwater flow shall be at-least 15 percent of rated flow at flow
rates between 20 and 120 percent of rated steamline flow. The
repeatability / noise shall be within, 15 percent of rated flow.

Justification: See Item 13 above.

134rg6
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* to AECM-83/0361

15) Paragraph 14.2.12.3.5 Test Number 5 - Control Rod Drive System.

Change the last stated Level 1 Acceptance Criterion (section d) to
a Level 2 Acceptance Criterion:

" Level 2"
,

i

"In the continuous ganged rod mode, the rods shall always move
together so that all rods are within two notches of all other rods
in the gang."

Justification: The gang drive mode was designed primarily to reduce the
time required for reactor startup and shutdown. Whether
or not the gang drive is selected, the positions of all
control rods are monitored by the Rod Position Information
System and presented to the Rod Pattern Controller (RPC).
Below the low power setpoint, a rod block is generated for
illegal (out of sequence) rod movement and is independent
of the drive mode selected (single or gang). There is no
automatic rod block generation connected with the selection,

of gang drive. Operator indication of gang misalignment
is provided on the control panel as a warning of potential
rod blocks that may occur unless the operator realigns the
gang.

This criterion had been established as an expected equip-
ment performance limit, not a safety related criterion.
Consequently it properly is a Level 2 Criterion (based on
the description at Level 2 criteria presented in paragraph
14.2.12.2). Safety related Level I criteria are specified
concerning CRD normal withdraw speeds and scram times, and
no change is being made to these criteria.

;

I

>

t
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GG AECM-83/0361'

FSAR

-

14.2.3.2 Test Procedure Review and Approval

The review and approval process for preoperational, acceptance, and
special test procedures originates with the cognizant Test Supervisor
who forwards the draft to his Group Leader for review. The Group Leader
reviews the procedure and forwards it to the Startup Supervisor. After
he thoroughly reviews it, the Startup Supervisor distributes copies of
the procedure to the General Electric Site Operations Manager, the
Bechtel Project Startup Engineer, Plant Quality, MP&L Operations staff
and perhaps other departments if deemed necessary by the Startup
Supervisor. These departments analyze the procedure and route it back
to the cognizant Group Leader for comment resolution. The procedure
cycles through this process until it is acceptable, then it is routed to
the Startup Supervisor for final review and issue. Final review and
approval will be by Startup Supervisor, GE Site Operations Manager and
Bechtel Project Startup Engineer.

The review and approval process for startup test procedures originates
with the cognizant Test Supervisor who forwards them to the Startup
Group Leader. The Group Leader reviews the procedures and distributes
copies to the GE Site Operations Manager, MP&L Operations staff,
Technical staff, and the Plant Safety Review Committee (PSRC). The
procedures cycle through this process until acceptable, at which time
the PSRC recommends the procedures for approval to the Plant Manager.

14.2.4 Conduct of Test Program

The GGNS Startup Test Program will be conducted using approved written
test procedures. The administrative controls governing the conduct of
the Startup Test Program are established in the Startup Manual. The
Startup Manual and all test procedures are controlled documents.

14.2.4.1 Procedure Modifications

After a procedure has been approved for performance, all changes shall
be documented using the Permanent Test Change (PTC) for startup test
procedures, or the Test Change Notice (TCN) for preoperational,
acceptance and special test procedures.

If the functional or technical intent of a test procedure is not altered

by minor and obvious changes, such as typographical errors, descriptive
errors, etc., the Test Supervisor may make an on-the-spot change using a
TCN or PTC and proceed with testing. Such modification, will be |
promptly reviewed and approved or rejected by the same authorities who
originally reviewed and approved the procedure. In addition to these

requirements, during the startup test phase the PTC will be signed by |
itwo members of the plant management

14.2-15
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staff, at least one of whom holds a senior reactor operator's license on
.the unit affected. The PTC will be. reviewed and approved within 14 days
of implementation.

f.
If the functional or technical intent of a test procedure is altered by
a PTC or TCN, test activities shall be halted pending PTC or TCN |
resolution. Upon resolution, testing may proceed after receipt of the
approved PTC or TCN. Such PTCs or TCNs will be reviewed and approved by j
the responsible organizations which had reviewed and approved the
original procedure. During the Startup Test Phase, this always includes
a review by the PSRC.

Major changes (i.e., functional intent or acceptance criteria revisions)
may be made when deemed necessary by the Startup Supervisor to ensure
adequate testing. The revised test is reviewed, accepted, and approvede

as described in 14.2.3.2 above. Major changes to procedures required
af ter the start of testing necessitate stopping the test until it is
reviewed and approved by the responsible organizations which had
reviewed and approved the original procedure.

Any changes or revisions to approved test procedures during the Startupi

Test Phase will be handled in accordance with Plant Administrative
Procedures and Technical Specifications.

14.2.4.2 System Turnover To MP&L

' Ehen a system's construction and construction testing are completed, it
is formally turned over to Startup along with its required turnover
documentation.

CTO prepares a turnover package detailing the scope of the turnover and
containing the required turnover documentation and schedules a
pre-turnover walkdown. At the walhdown a visual inspection of the
system, subsystem, or components is made, the contents of the turnover
package are reviewed, end any exceptions are noted and their disposition
agreed upon.

,

! With the acceptance of the turnover, the system is green tagged to
indicate MP&L custody and testing may commence. Prior to turnover, blue

! tags will be used to indicate CTO custody for construction testing.

MP&L will perform all routine corrective and preventive maintenance
after system turnover, i.e., cleaning of panels, lubricating, etc. This

will include all routine cleaning to remove dirt, condensed moisture or
other foreign objects in electrical components (e.g., relays, switches,
breakers). Inspections by startup, maintenance, and operations

; personnel performing testing will identify required cleaning to the MP&L
maintenance group.

i

'
;

14.2-16
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d. Acceptance Criteria

-vel 1

Each CRD must have a normal withdraw speed less than or' equal to
3.6 inches per second (9.14 cm/sec), indicated by a full 12-foot
stroke in greater than or equal to 40 seconds.

The maximum scram times, measured with vessel pressures between 950
to 1050 psig, of individual CRDs shall-comply with line 1 of the
following table: (Note: Performance rated with charging headers at
1750 psig.)

Maximum Scram Time (seconds)
from Position 48 to Position:

Line Pressure 43 29 13

1 950-1050 .31 .32 .81 .86 1.44-1.57
2 950-1050 .38 .39 1.09-1.14 2.09-2.22
3 950-1050 .30 .31 .78 .84 1.40-1.53

NOTE: For intermediate dome pressures, the scram time criteria
are determined by linear interpolation at each notch
position.

In the event that any CRD scram time exceeds the criteria listed in
line 1 of the above table:

The maximum scram times of any CRD which failed the criteria in
line 1 shall not exceed the criteria in line 2.

The average scram time of those rods which meet the criteria of
line 1 should not exceed the criteria of line 3.

The total number of inoperative control rods, that is the number of
rods which causes the average scram time to exceed the criteria'of

i line 3 plus the number of control rods which exceeded the criteria
of line 1, shall not be greater than 7 and they shall not occupy

.j adjacent drive location in any direction including the diagonal.

Level 2

In the continuous ganged rod mode, the rods shall always move
together so that all rods are within two notches of all other rods

! in the gang.

Each CRD must have a normal insert or withdraw speed of 3.0 0.6
inches per second (7.62 1 1.52 cm/sec), indicated by a full 12-foot
stroke in 40 to 60 seconds.

14.2-120.
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As the withdrawal'of each rod group is completed during
,

ascension'to low power levels, the electrical power, steam
flow, control valve position, and APRM response will be
recorded,

d. Acceptance Criteria

Level 1
.

There must-be a neutron signal count-to-noise count ratio of at
least 2 to 1 on the required operable SRMs of Fuel Loading Chambers
(FLC).

There must be a minimum count rate of 3 counts / seconds on the
required operable SRMs or Fuel Loading Chambers.

The IRMs must be on scale before the SRMs exceed the rod block set
point.

14.2.12.3.7 Test Number 8 - Rod Sequence kxchange

a. Test Objective

The purpose of this test is to perform a representative
sequence exchange of control rod patterns at a significant
power level,

b. Prerequisites

The preoperational tests have been completed; the PSRC has
reviewed and approved the test procedures and initiation of
testing. Instrumentation has been checked or calibrated as
appropriate.

The reactor is at the correct test condition on the 100
percent load line between the rod sequence control system low
power set point and the fuel conditioning nodal power limits.

c. Test Procedure

Rod patterns will be periodically exchanged during plant
operations to more nearly equalize' fuel assembly exposures.
This test is performed as an example of the exchanges which
will be made throughout plant life, and is provided to
illustrate the principles involved. The control rod sequence
exchange begins on the 100 percent load line by reducing core
flow to minimum and reducing thermal power to between the low
power setpoint of the Rod Control and Information System |

14.2-122
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and the thermal power necessary to keep nodal powers below the -|
PCIOMR threshold. Also, in reducing thermal power, care
should be taken to avoid exceeding the design limits of the
core total peaking factor. The ensuing steps involve
utilizing _the system process computer, specifically
subprograms OD-2, 3, and P1,1followed by APRM data and
extensive utilization of the TIP machines. The exchange is
performed a row or column at a time, starting at one side of-
the core and working row by row or column by column across the .
entire width of the core.

d. Acceptance Criteria

Level 1

Completion of the exchange of one rod pattern for the complementary
pattern with continual satisfaction of all licensed core limits
constitutes satisfaction of the requirements of this procedure.

Level 2

All nodal powers must remain below their fuel conditioning thermal
limits during this test.

14.2-123
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Thermodynamic parameters are consistent with the 1967 ASME
Steam Tables. Correction techniques for conditions that
differ from the preceding will be mutually agreed upon prior
to the test performance.

14.2.12.3.18 Test Number.21 - Core Power-Void Mode

a. Test Objective

The purpose of this test is to measure the stability of the
core power-void dynamic response and to demonstrate that its
behavior is within specified limits,

b. Prerequisites

The preoperational tests have been completed; the PSRC has
reviewed and approved the test procedures and initiation of
testing. System instrumentation installed and calibrated and
test instrumentation calibrated.

c. Test Procedure

The core power-void loop mode, that results from a combination
of the neutron kinetics and core thermal hydraulic dynamics,
is least stable near the natural circulation end of the rated
100 percent power rod line. A fast change in the reactivity
balance is obtained by a pressure regulator step change (see
Test 22) and by moving a very high worth rod only one or two |
notches.

d. Acceptance Criteria

Level 1

The transient response of any system-related variable to any test
input must not diverge.

14.2.12.3.19 Test Number 22 - Initial Pressure Controller (IPC)

a. Test Objective

The purposes of this test are: a) to determine the optimum
settings for the initial pressure control (IPC) loop by
analysis of the transients induced in the reactor pressure
control system by means of the

14.2-143
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Pressure control deadband, delay, etc. , shall be small enough that
steady-state limit cycles, if any, shall produce turbine steam flow
variations no larger that !0.5 percent of rated flow.

When in the recirculation POS mode, the pressure response time from
initiation of pressure setpoint-change to the turbine inlet
pressure peak shall be less than or equal to 10 seconds.

For all pressure regulator transients, the peak neutron flux and/or-
peak vessel pressure shall remain below the scram settings by 7.5
percent and 10 psi, respectively (maintain a plot of power.versus
the peak variable values along the 100 percent rod line).

The variation in' incremental regulation (ratio of the maximum to
the minimum value of the quantity, " incremental change in pressure
control signal / incremental change in steam flow," for each flow
range) shall meet the following:

Percent of Steam Flow Obtained
With Valves Wide Open Variation

0 to 85% 64:1

85% to 97% 62:1

85% to 99% $5:1

14.2.12.3.20 Test Number 23 - Feedwater. System

14.2.12.3.20.1 Test Number 23A - Feedwater Pump Trip

a. Test Objective

The purpose of this test is to demonstrate the capability of
the automatic core flow runback feature to prevent low water
level scram following the trip of one feedwater pump. This

|. test will be performed af ter the Maximum Feedwater Runout
| Capability Test (23D).

|- b. Prerequisites

The preoperational test have been completed; the PSRC has
reviewed and approved the test procedures and initiation of

: testing. Instrumentation has been checked and calibrated as
j appropriate.

!

!
i

i

i
1

!'
14.2-145
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against the calibration curves and a known flow source to
,

verify that acceptable steam flow measurements have been made.
.

'

'd . Acceptance Criteria

Level 1
f

*
Not applicable

Level 2-

a. The accuracy of the flow venturis relative to the calibrated
feedwater flow shall be at least'!5 percent of rated flow at

!
flow rates between 20 and 120 percent of rated steam line
flow. The repeatability / noise shall be within 15 percent of'

rated flow.

b. The flow venturi dp shall be equal to or greater than 79.3 psi
| at rated steam flow.
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14.2.12.3.23 Test Number 26 - Relief Valves
,

a. Test Objective-

The purposes of this test are: (a) to verify that the relief
valves function properly (can be open and closed manually),
(b) to verify that the relief valves reseat properly after,

operation, (c) to verify that there are no major blockages in
| the relief valve discharge piping, and (d) to confirm proper

overall functioning of the low-low set pressure relief logic.
J

b. Prerequisites
,

!

The preoperational tests have been completed; the PSRC has
reviewed and approved the test procedures and initiation of
testing. Instrumentation has been checked or calibrated as
cppropriate.

c. Test Procedure'

j A functional test of each safety relief valve (SRV) shall be
'

made as early in the startup program as practical. This is
normally the first time the plant reaches 250 psig. The test
is then repeated at rated reactor pressure. Bypass valves
(BPV) response is monitored during the low pressure test and
the electrical output response is monitored during the rated

, pressure test. The test duration will be about 10 seconds to
I allow turbine valves and tailpipe sensors to reach a steady

state.

I
!

l
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i
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b. Prerequisites

The preoperational tests have been completed; the PSRC has
reviewed and approved the test procedures and initiation of
testing. Instrumentation has been checked or calibrated as
appropriate.

c. Test Procedure

Single recirculation pump trips will be made at designated
power levels. Reactor operating parameters, such as water
level, simulated heat flux, and APRM level will be recorded
during the transient to determine margins with respect to
limits,

d. Acceptance Criteria

Level 1

Not applicable

Level 2

1. The reactor water level margin to avoid a higher level trip
shall be 2: 3.0 inches during the one pump trip.

2. The simulated heat flux margin to avoid a scram shall be 2;5.0
percent during the one pump trip for recovery.

3. The APRM margin to avoid a scram shall be 2: 7.5 percent during
the one pump trip recovery.

4. The time from zero pump speed to full pump speed shall be
greater than 3 seconds. |

14.2.12.3.27.2 Test Number 30B - RPT Trip of Two Pumps

a. Test Objective

The purpose of the test is to record and verify acceptable
performance of the recirculation two-pump circuit trip system.

b. Prerequisites

The preoperational tests have been completed; the PSRC has
reviewed and approved the test procedures and initiation of
testing. Instrumentation has been checked or calibrated as
appropriate.

14.2-162
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c. Test Procedure

Both recirculation pumps are tripped at the designated power
level, and the flow coastdown transient is recorded.

d. Acceptance Criteria

Level 1

~

The two-pump drive flow coastdown transient during the first 3
seconds must be bounded by the curves specified on Figure 14.2-6,
adjusted for transmitter time delay and time constant.

Level 2

Not applicable

14,2.12.3.27.3 Test Number 30C - System Performance

a. Test Objective

The purpose of this test is to record recirculation system
parameters during the power test program.

b. Prerequisites

The preoperational tests are complete; the PSRC has reviewed
and approved the test procedures and initiation of testing.
Instrumentation has been checked or calibrated as appropriate.

c. Test Procedure

Recirculation system parameters will be recorded at several
power-flow conditions and in conjunction with single-pump trip
recoveries and internals vibration testing (if applicable).

d. Acceptance Criteria

Level 1

Not applicable

Level 2

1. The core flow shortfall shall not exceed 5 percent at rated
power.

2. The drive flow shortfall shall not exceed 5 percent at rated
power.

14.2-163
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.c. Test Procedure

The reactor will be scrammed or shut down from rated
temperature and pressure, and the MSIVs will be -subsequently
closed. It will be demonstrated that af ter being manually

placed in service, the MSIV-LCS inboard and outboard
subsystems can be initiated provided reactor and main steam
line pressure are below 20 psig permissives. The T pingi
between the MSIVs will be depressurized, and the inboard and
outboard blowers will take suction there maintaining slightly
subatmospheric pressure while discharging to secondary
containment in the long term leakage control mode.

d. Acceptance Criteria

Level 2e

1. Upon being manually placed in service, the inboard and
outboard MSIV-LCS subsystems initiate automatically.

2. The inboard and outboard MSIV-LCS subsystems depressurize
the piping within the allowed time limits.

3. The inboard and outboard MSIV-LCS blowers maintain the piping
between the MSIVs slightly subatmospheric by removing the
existing MSIV leakage.

14.2.12.3.39a Test Number 78 - In-Plant Safety Relief Valve Test

a. Test Objectives

The purposes of this test are (a) to verify the design
adequacy of the plant piping equipment and structures for the
hydrodynamic loads imposed during actuation of the SRV's and
(b) to expand the existing Mark III containment data base to
verify that design predictions of SRV discharge line

| pressures, suppression pool boundary pressures, strains on
' submerged structures and the response of piping equipment and

buildings are conservative.
t

b. Prerequisites

The preoperational tests have been completed; the PSRC has
reviewed and approved the test procedures and initiation of
testing. Instrumentation has been checked or calibrated as
appropriate.

c. Test Description

Initially, shakedown tests are included in the test matrix to
ensure correct operation of the instrumentation and the data
acquisition system.

|
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The test matrix provides for single value actuations of one of
the SRV's to demonstrate and determine the internal line and
quencher pressures. The test matrix also provides for
multiple valve actuations to demonstrate and determine
symmetrical and asymmetrical design load cases by discharging
groups of SRV's and sequential SRV actuations.

d. Acceptance Criteria

Level 1
:

Level 1 criteria has been established to assure that the plant is
operated within design and Technical Specification limits as
outlined by the supplemental documents which are a part of the,

startup test procedure.>

Level 2

Level 2 criteria has been established to monitor parameters as
related to expected performance during the testing as outlined by
the supplemental documents which are a part of the startup test
procedure.

14.2.12.3.40 Test Number 79 - Penetra' tion Cooling

a. Test Objectives

! The purpose of this test is to demonstrate the ability to cool
the concrete surrounding selected high temperature

,

| water-cooled and non-water-cooled pipe penetrations in the
containment wall with the minimum design capability of cooling
system components available.

b. Prerequisites

The preoperational tests are complete; the PSRC has reviewed
and approved the test procedures and initiation of testing.
Instrumentation has been installed and calibrated.

'

t

i

i

.
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c. -Test Procedure

'

This test is performed by monitoring and recording piping-
peak-to-peak displacements at selected points as the system
undergoes steady-state vibration, and during transient
loadings such as fast. valve closure or sudden relief valve
opening.

I

d. Acceptance Criteria*

'

" Steady State Vibration"'

J

The measured peak-to-peak operational steady-state vibration
shall be less than the calculated peak-to-peak vibration .
values.

;-

: If the measured vibration is greater than twice the calculated
,

| value, or the pipe displacement exceeds 0.020 inches
'

(peak-to-peak), whichever is greater, then the plant shall be
!. placed in a hold condition judged to be satisfactory based

upon prior testing.

4 Transient Vibration

'

Dynamic movements measured during transient loading shall be
i less that 125% ef the analytical value or within the following
! limits:

-1. 0.125 inch (peak-to-peak) for. nuclear piping
11. 0.250 inch (peak-to-peak) for non-nuclear piping.

14.2.12.4.5 Special Test Number 5 - BOP System Piping Expansion
;
' Monitoring Program
i

'

a. Test Objective

The purpose of this test is to verify that the piping systems
#

are free to expand thermally as designed and to ensure that
the spring hangers, snubbers, and structural me6bers are not
. restricting thermal movement.

) b. Prerequisites
4

The system piping to be tested is supported and restrained in
conformance with the design drawings. Instrumentation has

.

been installed and calibrated.j '

c. Test Procedure
t

The test is performed by monitoring and recording piping
i tenperature and thermal movements at selected points as the
; . system goes through one complete

14.2-189
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thermal cycle. Selected piping spring hanger and snubber >

movements will also be monitored and recorded.

d. . Acceptance Criteria

At no time during the entire thermal cycle, i.e., cold to hot,

to cold, shall there be any evidence of thermal blocking in
the piping systems, unless it is intended by~ design.

The measured thermal movement shall be within 125 percent of
the analytical value or 10.25 inch, whichever is greater,'at a

'given test temperature per Table I, supplied in the special'
test procedure.

;- Spring hanger. movement shall remain within the hot and cold
setpoints, and snubbers shall not become fully extended or
retracted per Table II, supplied in the special test
procedure.

I 14.2.12.4.6 Special Test Number 6 - Verification Test of Pipe
Displacement and Temperature Sensors on BOP Piping

!

a. Test Objective

The purpose of this test is to verify operability and>

calibration of the temporary instrumentation. (C88) used to
measure thermal expansion and vibration on BOP piping.

i
b. Prerequisites

Displacement and temperature sensors on B0P piping must be
calibrated. BOP piping must be at ambient conditions.

c. Test Procedure

: This test is performed by doing pull tests on the lanyard
potentiometers, doing tap tests on accelerometers, and'doing'

heat response tests on the RTDs and verifying that these<

sensors are operable.

; d. Acceptance Criteria

?
; 1) Lanyard Potentiometer Channels

! 'At ambient conditions the channel must read 5VDC
t'250~mv.

i

( After the Lanyard potentiometer channel is tested, the
|_ second ambient reading must agree with the first to

! within i 25 mv.

l'
!
t

|
,
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2) RTD Channels

At ambient conditions the channel should read 3 F of the
pipe temperature.

After the RTD channel is tested the second ambient
reading must be .3v, -0.0v of the first ambient reading.

For those RTDs that cannot be tested in a normal fashion,
the criteria shall be that the actual pipe temperatures
and the RTD values respond in a similar fashion from
ambient to a higher temperature condition.

3) Pressure Transducer Channel

At ambient conditions the channel must read 5VDC 0.1v.

After the Pressure Transducer channel is tested the
second ambient reading must be 1.05v of the first ambient
reading.

14.2-190a
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14.2.12.4.7 Special Test Number 7 - Verification Test of the C88 Data
Acquisition System Signals

a. Test Objective

The purpose of this test is to verify the operability and
calibration of the signal conditioning and display equipment
of the C88 data acquisition system.

b. Prerequisites

The C88 data acquisition system signal conditioning and
display equipment must be installed and calibrated.

c. Test Procedure

This test is performed by verifying the accuracy and linearity
of the C88 data acquisition system for a signal corresponding
to the process parameter and verifying that the C88 display is
within 2 percent of the process indication.

1

d. Acceptance Criteria

The display of the C88 system must be within 2 percent of_the
process indication corresponding to the C88 channel being
tested.

I
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TABLE 14.2-3
| STAR 1tJP TEST PROGRAM

COLD s

| ST! TF.ST trNO: Terr en ifrAT TEST CONDTTf0N3
MANTY'

r:3. NTrr tit v up

| . .. 1 :* 3 h 5 6

1 C)antent & Dmiten w.4.. X X X X X X

2 Dsdiation ?*ensur.wente X X X X X
r

( 3 Fuel Londine X
'

f. ' Tull Cora f%tdov, Hsrein X

5 C**J X X I I X

e Wf Perr. f Control stod Sea. X X X

8 Rod Sequence Exchange
_

y

10 1*tt Perfon-nnee X X X

11 L"9't entibration I X X X

1? A"T: Cal l?rntic, X X X X X X X

|11 "roce-. Co-nuter X X X3 X X

; IIe DCTO X X

'
II, Selected Proeces Tenaeratures X X X I X Iy

,$. 17 Fvstm runene te- X X X X X -s
tn O

18 Core Power Distribution X X yO
in Core "erfor9amce X X X X X X Xe

'
?O Stesu Production X

u
?! f' ore Power Void !? ode !!csnonse X X |

g, Pressure Controller: Set Point Charges X.BP X X. no BP X X X.A

23 **? Oyst e ? Uf Puan Trin HI4

t?nter Lavel Set Point Change I X X X X X X.A
12I Feater Loss X

[ || Ma<1=um Runout Capability j ! ti Y

|
'

'
A % rbine Valve Surveillance X" I 5 73 0,spX ,sp

a 5x .e,,,
| 'S *t Tys: r3 w v3tve y X x .sr
i

i

fbil Isolation X2. 6 13, so|
__

l3 X 'l 3 Xh?4 9et ter Valves x
-.-

,

27 Turbine Stop. Valve Trin and X

r.anerator Load Detection X.L.SP X2.SD
2

! 29 Khutdown Fron Outside C Room x .SD

29 Deelreulation Flow Control S.wstem X.L R.A.L M .A .L

__ _ ___m _.
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TABLE 14.2-3 (Cont.)
*

STARTUP TEST PROGRAN

STI Cota TEST CONDITIONS
MO. 'IEST NAME TEST OR HEAT WARRAlrFY

j OPEN RPV UP 1 2 3 4 5 6-

! 30 Recirc. System: Trip One Pump Xs gas | i
! Trip Two Pumps Xss X
i System Performance X X X X X j
;'

Non-Cavit. Verif. I X
Runback X

i 31 Loss of T-C Offsite Power X13. SP
) 33 Drywell Piping Vibration I X X X X
I 34 RPV Internals Vibration X X X X X
l 35 Recire. System Flow Calibration X X

36 Isolated Reactor Stability Xs
70 Reactor Water Cleanup System X X
71 Residual Neat Removal System X X X |72 Drywell Atmosphere Cooling X X X

j 74 Offgas System X X X X' 75 Cooling Water Systeme X X X X
; 76 ESF EQ. Area Cooling X88 X8'
( 77 MSIV Leakage control Xse
| 70 to-Plant SRV Testing g g
j 79 Penetretton Cooltag I E ||
| 1. See Figure 14.2-4 for Test Conditions region map. L = Local Flow control Mode
| 2. Perform Test 5, timing of 4 slowest control rods N = Master Manual Flow Control Mode
; in conjunction with these scrams. X = Local or Master Manual Flow Control Mode
j 3. Between Test Conditions 1 and 3. A = Automatic Flow Control Mode
| 4. Between Test Conditions 2 and 3. SP = Scram Possibility

5. Between Test conditions 5 and 6. SE = Scram Espected
'

6. Before 100% Load Rejection. SD = Scram Definite
<

7. Future maximum power test point. BP = Bypass Valve Response
8. Determine maximum power without scram. * = Do either,Stop Valve or Control Valve Trip,

} 9. Perform at 100% Core Flow, 50% t 2.5% Power.
10. Deleted.
11. 70-80% Power.
12. 80-90% Power.

j . 13. Do STI 33 in conjunction with this test.
14. Demonstrate Recirculation System Runback Feature.,

15. <2 percent power 9 600 psig and 900 peig.
| 16. In conjunction with STI 34

|) 17. In conjunction with STI 71. This testing is only required if all STI 76 testing could not
be completed in Test Condition 2.

18. In conjunction with STI 28 or any time a reactor isolation and depressurization are convenient.
le. 60 to 80 percent power, 295 percent core flow.

i
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